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ABOUT
The revolutionary minds behind Twist E-Liquids

The innovation that exists at the heart of every Twist

of yourself that cannot be duplicated! As a

invite you to get Twisted! Indulge in our proprietary

E-Liquids bottle powers the consistent release of

company that puts our customers first, we believe

blend of vape flavors that include globally acclaimed

new and exciting flavors that are meant to enhance

in doing everything in our power to make your vape

favorites such as the Pink Punch Lemonade and

the way you live your life. This is what it means to

experience as smooth and rewarding as possible.

HoneyDew Melon Chew, packed with flavors that

Get Twisted! From the very first inhale, these flavor-

are bound to break the mold and twist up your life

packed vapes will twist your perspective and help

in an unforgettable way.

you achieve a better version
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Hecho Con amor! pepino twist!
Hecho Con Amor (Made with Love), is not just a phrase, but a gesture
of appreciation towards our global fans who have done so much to
support Twist E-Liquids. When we made Pepino Twist, we wanted
to celebrate Hispanic and Latin cultures. We want those fans to know
that Twist stands by them and supports them with the same amount
of loyalty and passion that they have shown us.

Therefore Pepino Twist will be a flavor sold exclusively within Latin
America. It will launch in Peru, then in Mexico, and beyond. This new
flavor is a perfect balance and blend of flavors that is known and
beloved throughout the region. The light and cool taste of muddled
cucumbers are paired with the tart flavor of lime juice; and it is topped
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COMINg SOON

off with an icy Twist.

Release Dates -Peru October 2019 -Mexico November 2019 For more information, email sales@twisteliquids.com.

Twist
Classics
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BERRY MEDLEY
LEMONADE

PINK PUNCH
LEMONADE

ICED PINK PUNCH
Expanding on the flavor profile of Pink
Punch Lemonade, with an icy twist
that brings a cool breeze on every
inhale, this refreshingly fruity yet
chilled flavor is sure to become an alltime favorite.

This eclectic blend is a fusion of
organic and ripened blueberries that
taste as if they were cultivated and
sourced from the best locally-owned
farms in Southern California. This mix
of berry flavors is combined with the
taste of freshly squeezed lemons to
reinvent the way you see flavors.

An amazing blend of vape flavors that
consist of freshly squeezed lemons
combined with a tart red mixed
berry. Indulge in this flavor that tastes
just like summertime, and feels like
sunshine.

WATERMELON
MADNESS

CHILLED MELON
REMIX

HONEYDEW
MELON CHEW

This E-Juice Flavor packs in subtle
hints of watermelon that burst and
evolve on your palate, to give you a
tasty watermelon adventure that will
make your taste buds go nuts.

This flavor profile combines the
unique blend of honeydew melons,
watermelon, and cantaloupe to give
you a unique burst of flavor. The
balance of juicy watermelons and icy
menthol is the perfect combination to
keep you cool and refreshed.

With layers of flavor that include
honeydew melons, and juicy
cantaloupe, this flavor is packed full
of surprises. Delve into this flavorful
experience of an artfully crafted melon
vape that is bound to keep your taste
buds awed and satisfied.

PEACH BLOSSOM
LEMONADE
A flavor that includes sweet ripe
peaches and freshly squeezed
lemonade, this is the perfect
combination of these sweet and tangy
flavors.
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STRAWBERRY
CRUSH LEMONADE

CRISP APPLE
SMASH

The best vape flavor that seamlessly
combines vine-ripened strawberries with
a well-balanced portion of lemonade.
The ultimate fruit collaboration of the
tasty Strawberry Queen and the topsecret Lemon Twist formula.

Inspired by the flavors of a ripe,
squeezed, red apple, Twist E-Liquids
was led to create this apple fruit blend.
This mix is complemented by a smooth
inhale and the lingering hints of apple
that rest on your palate.

WILD WATERMELON
LEMONADE

TROPICAL PUCKER
PUNCH

This flavor blends together sweet hints of
watermelon with a tart and tasty lemonade,
for a combination that will twist your taste
buds and make your sense of flavor go wild.

This tasty exotic blend of vape flavors
contains a secret mixture of juicy fruits that are
reminiscent of the flavor of your favorite party
punch bowl.
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360 TRIPLE RED

360 TRIPLE MELON

We invite you to explore a tasteful

Triple Melon combines the juicy flavors of

medley of the finest fruits blended to
vape perfection. Enjoy a blend of juicy

fresh cantaloupe melons, honeydew, and
watermelon in a subtle manner that gives

watermelon, ripe strawberries, and

rise to an irresistible new flavor experience

tart raspberries that will be sure to

meant to cater to every melon lover's

stimulate your senses.

dreams.

three...
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BANANA
OATMEAL COOKIE

STRAWBERRY
HONEY GRAHAM

FROSTED SUGAR
COOKIE

This tasty blend is a delicious
combination of fresh-baked oatmeal
cookies, topped with creamy bananas.
With a deep nutty flavor that is
tastefully complemented by banana
sprinkles, it tastes like a fresh-baked
treat from your local bakery.

A sweet and tasty combination of
honey graham crackers and delicious
strawberries. This e-liquid consists
of flavored graham crackers topped
off with considerable helpings of
strawberry jam and a drizzle of honey.

This cake-like confection is a journey
in taste, with pit stops that include
warm vanilla frosting and light and airy
sprinkles that highlight the spectrum
of flavors in this vape. This frosted
sugar cookie flavor is a delectable
dessert-inspired flavor that will give
your sweet tooth craving more
helpings of flavor.

ICED PINK PUNCH
SALT

WATERMELON
MADNESS SALT

The award-winning flavor of Pink
Punch Lemonade is given an icy
menthol twist that delivers the Iced
Pink Punch.

Are you mad about watermelons? This
fresh watermelon flavor is drenched in
irresistibly smooth nectar that works to
enhance the base watermelon notes
that make this salt flavor a real treat.

HONEYDEW
MELON CHEW
SALT

ICED PUCKER
PUNCH SALT

The Honeydew Melon Chew flavor by
Melon Twist has gotten even better,
thanks to the addition of our excellent
top of the line Nicotine salt.
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This icy menthol infused salt really
packs a punch of flavor that is
designed to excite and stimulate your
taste buds in the most refreshing way.

MANGO CREAM
DREAM SALT

ARCTIC COOL
MINT SALT

ICED
WATERMELON
MADNESS SALT

Ripe and juicy mangoes provide
the perfect base for this creamy,
succulent, vape flavor that will leave
you in awe. TWST Salt has designed
this amazing fruity mix to please your
taste buds.

Prepare for a flavor that brings the
chill! Arctic Cool Mint combines the
cooling flavor of menthol, with the
sweet and subtle chill of mint to create
a flavor, unlike anything you have ever
tasted.

This icy cool flavor is oozing with
watermelon and crafted to give
your taste buds a refreshing jolt of
watermelon infused flavor.

PINK PUNCH
LEMONADE SALT
This salt packs an amazing flavor
profile that brings a tart, sweet, and
unbelievably smooth inhale to your
taste buds.

STRAWBERRY
CRUSH ICE SALT
We added an icy layer of menthol
to the unbeatable flavor of our
Strawberry Crush Lemonade to create
a refreshingly cool nicotine salt with
finely balanced flavors of vine-ripened
strawberries and fresh-squeezed
lemonade.
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Limited edition
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GOLDEN HONEY
BOMB

GOLDEN COAST
LEMON BAR

This enchanting flavor bomb is a mesh
of honeycomb coupled with a light
layer of creamy milk that reveals itself
more with every inhale and exhale.

A tart, rich, and decadent flavor, this
is a perfectly mixed blend of creamy
lemon meringue with a delectable,
buttery, crust that will keep your palate
twisted in pleasure.

Sales & Info
Toll Free: 1.844.827.6790
Email: sales@twisteliquids.com

Headquarters
Twist E-Liquids
15540 Roxford Ave
Sylmar, CA 91342
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